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vocals of Sari Schorr are outstanding and are a crucial element in the album's goal to communicate.

Introduction to "Worthless!"
With Copernicus, everything is evolution where the apparent end is just the beginning in a world where
nothing, including the illusion of humanity, can stay the same from one moment to the next preventing anything from actually existing. If intellectual personal evolution in the ever evolving understanding and interpretation of Absolute Reality by Copernicus is intellectually observable by him, everything
is OKfor him. That evolution is what counts and being able to document the evolution in a poetry/music
album is even better. He evolves through the art of expression. Youget it out there spontaneously and
see it, because you do not even know what you know! Youget to see what is lurking and boiling up in
the subconscious because Copernicus is always searching for the new idea.
Intellectually observing and participating in uncontrolled spontaneous evolution is the great adventureO'\
It's like watching a movie and you are the documenting star. That is why the 9 album catalogue o(~
Copernicus is fascinating because in those 9 albums lies the documentation of his chronological, intet.:"',
lectual, and philosophical evolution.
Well, if this present album of Copernicus represents evolution from the last album, "Cipher and
Decipher," he has evolved into another species of nothingness. He has evolved into worthlessness or,
should we ask, has he evolved from nothingness to worthlessness? In this album Copernicus is saying'
that for humanity, the nothingness is also worthless. Fortunately for us who exist, he did use the word
"probably" worthless which indicates some insecurity. Copernicus has never been an absolutist
although it may sometimes seem so. Heis searching for an absolute reality but his discoveries are never
considered to be absolutes by him. For Copernicus, there is always a chance he could be wrong.
The music in this album is relentless in the face of this laid back introspective Copernicus who for good
or bad was relegated to an isolated side of the studio while recording instead of his normal position of
front and center at the head of the musicians directing and inspiring them. This isolation took away the
demand to be the inspiring performer, the center of attention, and just be another element in the 15
unit group of improvising musicians led bythe master, Pierce Turner. Allthe musicians had was his spoken words. Truthfully, we have never seen a Copernicus so low key and soul searching throughout an
entire album in his entire 30 years of recording.
There is a distinct evolution in the mixing of this album where the music plays a more significant role
as an actor. Copernicus mixes his own albums with the aid of his trusted engineer, James Frazee. The

I do not know what is more important, worthlessness or nothingness. I mean is the nothingness also
worthless? This is a conflict in concepts. Howcan nothingness be worthless? If it is nothingness, there
is nothing. There has to be something there to call it worthless! That movie was worthless. Youcan, not say that nonexistent movie was worthless. There has to be something there for something to be
worthless.
i

'

The title of this album is in conflict with the basic philosophy of Copernicus which is that nothing
exists. Nothingness cannot be worthless. Nothingness is just nothingness. Onlysomething that exists
can be worthless. Is Copernicus throwing a monkey wrench into nonexistence or having doubts? Is he
weakening? Is he getting old? Is this album really an evolution or a devolution? (Poor humanity.
Humanity has gone from being the center of the Universe from the 1st to the 18th century made in
the image of God to a 19th century descendant of a chimpanzee to a 21st century worthless nonexistent constantly changing outgrowth of subatomic mud. How more insignificant can humanity get?)
I actually had tears in my eyes with the piece, "YOUARETHE ILLUSIONTHATI PERCEIVE."No
Copernicus piece has ever done that to me. The world is blowing up right in front of him. Copernicus
lives this nothing exists stuff. We can actually hear him sobbing in this album. Obviously, he still has
a toehold in illusion and it is this toehold which called for the worthlessness of "Worthless!" He still
has a toehold in his world of illusion and he is still trying to save humanity from the historical violent
horrors produced by the world of illusion.
How about "EVERLASTING
FREEDOM!"This piece is spooky with the view of a line of human beings
going step by step over the bridge that connects illusion to nothingness with the powerful interacting
guitars of Poppa Chubby and Cesar Aragundi lifting each step over th e river of no return. This is
Copernicus at his best. He claims that the lyrics are all spontaneous. What is inside this guy's head?
What visions does he see? Is he talking about the future of humanity? Is he talking about his future?
Is he a species of Nostradamus? He has shown his capacity to tell the future evidenced in his book,
"IMMEDIATE
ETERNITY."
On page 7 of the introduction in 1999 he wrote, "I foresee major foreign violence being visited upon the cities and population of the United States of America." I have personally
benefited from the predictions of this visionary from his successful predictions on real estate and stock
market movements. Copernicus does not like his hands to touch significant sums of money because he

Spaghettification!

2. "YOUARE NOTYOURBODY."

USTEN!

Reach into the black hole. USTEN! Get your brain into the black hole. It's a brain in
the black hole! USTEN!
Stick your hand into the black hole and pull out a piece of truth!
reality. USTEN. WHY WON'T YOU USTEN????
Reality is in the unseeable, the untouchable,
unhearable!

the unsmellable,

You are not your
You are not your
You are not you.
There is no you.
You are not your
You are not your

USTEN. A piece of

the untasteable,

the

Reality is in the subatomic. USTEN! Reality is in the subatomic! Reality is in the ;f:
subatomic! Reality is in the subatomic! Reality is in the subatomic! Reality is in the)·S
subatomic! Reality is in the subatomic! Reality is in the subatomic! USTEN! Reality ..
is in the subatomic!
1!~:'

You are not you.
There is no you.

~J:'

HELLO? HELLO?

If you want reality, go inside the black hole. Go inside the black hole! Go inside the .~
black hole!!
USTEN!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!
USTEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
USTEN!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
USTEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
The black hole!!!!!! !!!!!!!! The black hole!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!! The black hole!!!!!! !!!!!! I!!!
The center of the galaxy. The center of the galaxy. The center of the galaxy. The center of the galaxy. The black hole. The mass of one million suns.
ESCUCHAME!
Go in. Go! Go! Go! Go! Go in!

body.
mind.

I AM YOUR MIND!

:W

Get your hand into that black hole! Pull out a piece of reality! WHY WON'T yOU':'].•••
USTEN? Get a piece for yourself. Get a piece for yourself. USTEN! Get a piece for your- ...;....
self. Close your eyes and stick your hand in and get a piece for yourself. Absolute .
Truth may be found in the physical extremes of this black hole obeying the rules of ..'
quantum mechanics.
.-...

body.
mind.

You are not your body.
You are not your mind.
HELLO?
You are not you.
HELLO? HELLO? HELLO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
There is no you!
IS ANYBODY OUT THERE? WHERE ARE YOU?
WHERE ARE YOU?
In this titanic hole!
You are not your body.
I AM YOUR BODY.
You are not your mind.

ESCUCHAME!

I AM YOUR MIND.

Go in with your mind. Go with your mind into reality. ESCUCHAME! Reality. Go in with
reality. ESCUCHAME! Obeying the rules of quantum mechanics.

You are not you!!!
There is no you.

